NOTE TO RECIPIENTS OF THE INDEX AND TEXT OF GOVERNING COUNCIL DECISIONS

1. Attached please find the index and text of the decisions adopted by the Governing Council in 1988.

2. The text has been inserted in the new binder attached, marked "TEXT, VOL.III".

3. The following pages are attached in loose-leaf form, and should be inserted in the existing binders, as follows:

   (a) Contents list, pages marked "one-hundred-and-two" through "one-hundred-and-five": in the first volume of the binder marked "TEXT", add to the list marked "CONTENTS" which appears at the front of the binder;

   (b) 1988 supplement to the index, in four sections, each section beginning with "page 1", printed on pale grey paper: in the binder marked "INDEX", add to the appropriate sections as indicated by the titles.
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